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The set of a Sherlock Holmes film is disrupted by a murder
even the great detective would find hard to solve.
'Delightful ... A surprise on every page' NEW YORK TIMES
The Baker Street Irregulars are a group of Sherlock Holmes
experts, and when they get word that a Hollywood studio has
plans to produce a tough, hard-boiled interpretation of the
Great Detective, written by an author who dislikes both the
group and Conan Doyle's original work, they make their
feelings abundantly clear. To placate them, the studio
invites them to visit the set. But as soon as they arrive,
things start to get strange. There are a series of ominous
warnings, each one referencing one of Holmes's famous
cases, warnings which are soon followed by murder ...
Back in a new printing is this original vision of a forest
filled with cute horny winged little fairies in tight
fetish leather outfits. In Kondom's fairy-world, when a
fairy turns 100 years old they become keepers and
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caretakers of the forest and all the little critters who
live in the woods. While searching for a missing Stag
Beetle, Pfil comes across an isolated house with three evil
fairies who drug, bind and take her prisoner for their own
sexual purposes. Where is Pamila and how does Pfil get out
of this one?
Brasile, Foresta Amazzonica: i cugini Mistery sono sulle
tracce del criminale che ha dato fuoco a un laboratorio
scientifico dopo aver rubato un campione di funghi che
potrebbero risolvere il problema dell’inquinamento
mondiale! Gli scienziati sono certi dell’identità del
colpevole... Agatha, però, dubita che le cose siano così
semplici!
The “Gothic” style was a key trend in Italian cinema of the
1950s and 1960s because of its peculiar, often strikingly
original approach to the horror genre. These films
portrayed Gothic staples in a stylish and idiosyncratic
way, and took a daring approach to the supernatural and to
eroticism, with the presence of menacing yet seductive
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female witches, vampires and ghosts. Thanks to such
filmmakers as Mario Bava (Black Sunday), Riccardo Freda
(The Horrible Dr. Hichcock), and Antonio Margheriti (Castle
of Blood), as well the iconic presence of actress Barbara
Steele, Italian Gothic horror went overseas and reached
cult status. The book examines the Italian Gothic horror of
the period, with an abundance of previously unpublished
production information drawn from official papers and
original scripts. Entries include a complete cast and crew
list, home video releases, plot summary and the author’s
analysis. Excerpts from interviews with filmmakers,
scriptwriters and actors are included. The foreword is by
film director and scriptwriter Ernesto Gastaldi.
Lupus
The God of that Summer
Operazione giungla. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 17
La corona del doge. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 7
Desktop Rugby
Agatha e Larry Mistery sono sulle tracce dell'antica corona d'oro, indossata dai Dogi
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quando Venezia era al massimo del suo splendore. Qualcuno l'ha rubata durante i
festeggiamenti del famoso Carnevale. Tra maschere, nobili decaduti e inseguimenti, i Mistery
usciranno vittoriosi anche dalla loro prima trasferta italiana...
Italian Gothic horror films of the 1970s were influenced by the violent giallo movies and
adults-only comics of the era, resulting in a graphic approach to the genre. Stories often
featured over-the-top violence and nudity and pushed the limits of what could be shown on
the screen. The decade marked the return of specialist directors like Mario Bava, Riccardo
Freda and Antonio Margheriti, and the emergence of new talents such as Pupi Avati (The
House with the Laughing Windows) and Francesco Barilli (The Perfume of the Lady in
Black). The author examines the Italian Gothic horror of the period, providing previously
unpublished details and production data taken from official papers, original scripts and
interviews with filmmakers, scriptwriters and actors. Entries include complete cast and crew
lists, plot summaries, production history and analysis. An appendix covers Italian made-forTV films and mini-series.
The fabulous, jet-setting mysteries continue with hip and headstrong Agatha ready to solve
the case! Agatha and her cousin Dash have been summoned to Niagara Falls. Priceless
jewels have gone missing from the hotel room of a famous opera singer—it is believed to be
the work of Canada’s most notorious thief, Ratmusqué. Will Agatha be able to solve the
mystery?
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Can Leonardo battle ninja robots and keep his troublemaking brothers in line? Kids ages 2 to
5 will find out in this all-new, full-color book starring Nickelodeon’s Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors
ARS 45
Italian Gothic Horror Films, 1970äóñ1979
In Three Volumes
The Lives of Martin and Osa Johnson
This collection, which won the 2015 Costa Poetry Award, is an exhibition of the Dundeeborn poet’s stunningly accomplished adoption of the sonnet’s ancient structure This
collection from Don Paterson, his first since the Forward Prize–winningRain in 2009, is
a series of forty luminous sonnets. Some take a traditional form, while others experiment
with the reader’s conception of the sonnet, but they all share the lyrical intelligence and
musical gift that has made Paterson one of our most celebrated poets. Addressed to
friends and enemies, the living and the dead, children, musicians, poets, and dogs, these
poems are as ambitious in their scope and tonal range as in the breadth of their
concerns. Here, voices call home from the blackout and the airlock, the storm cave and
the sance, the coal shed, the war, the highway, the forest, and the sea. These are voices
frustrated by distance and darkness, which ring with the “sound that fades up from the
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hiss, / like a glass some random downdraughthad set ringing, / now full of its only note,
its lonely call.” In40 Sonnets, Paterson returns to some of his central
themes—contradiction and strangeness, tension and transformation, the dream world, and
the divided self—in some of the most powerful and formally assured poems of his career.
Agatha and her cousin Dash travel to the Bermuda Triangle to help stop an unscrupulous
treasure hunter from plundering the wreck of a Spanish galleon carrying a priceless
Mayan calendar made of solid gold.
As the Second World War enters its final stages, millions in Germany are forced from
their homes by bombing, compelled to seek shelter in the countryside where there are
barely the resources to feed them. Twelve-year-old Luisa, her mother, and her older
sister Billie have escaped the devastation of the city for the relative safety of a dairy farm.
But even here the power struggles of the war play out: the family depend on the goodwill
of Luisa’s brother-in-law, an SS officer, who in expectation of payment turns his
attention away from his wife and towards Billie. Luisa immerses herself in books, but
even she notices the Allied bombers flying east above them, the gauntness of the prisoners
at the camp nearby, the disappearance of fresh-faced boys from the milk shed – hastily
shipped off to a war that’s already lost. Living on the farm teaches Luisa about life and
death, but it’s man’s capacity for violence that provides the ultimate lesson, that robs
her of her innocent ignorance. When, at a birthday celebration, her worst fears are
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realized, Luisa collapses under the weight of the inexplicable. Ralf Rothmann’s previous
novel, To Die in Spring, described the horror of war and the damage done on the
battlefield. The God of that Summer tells the devastating story of civilians caught up in
the chaos of defeat, of events that might lead a twelve-year-old child to justifiably say: ‘I
have experienced everything.’
Agatha always saves the day in style! It's finally vacation time, and the Mistery cousins
are enjoying a cruise on a luxurious transatlantic ship called the King Arthur.
Unfortunately, crime never takes a rest! Agatha and her friends get caught up in a spy
conspiracy, in which they must retrieve a top-secret document and capture an
unstoppable killer. And they have to pull it off without Uncle Sam, Larry's nosy father,
catching on!
From Their Origin to the Present Day
A Key to Define, Analyze and Design Energy Systems Beyond Fossil Fuels
The Treasure of the Bermuda Triangle
The Snack Thief
Folk Songs of Europe
“The novels of Andrea Camilleri breathe out the sense of place, the sense of humor, and
the sense of despair that fills the air of Sicily.” —Donna Leon When an elderly man is
stabbed to death in an elevator and a crewman on an Italian fishing trawler is machinePage 7/17
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gunned by a Tunisian patrol boat off Sicily's coast, only Montalbano, with his keen
insight into human nature, suspects the link between the two incidents. His
investigation leads to the beautiful Karima, an impoverished housecleaner and
sometime prostitute, whose young son steals other schoolchildren's midmorning
snacks. But Karima disappears, and the young snack thief's life—as well as
Montalbano's—is endangered, the Inspector exposes a viper's next of government
corruption and international intrigue.
“Red Rose.” Those were the final words of a Russian diplomat murdered at the Eiffel
Tower. With only those two words, Agatha and Dash set off to track down a killer hiding
somewhere in the busy streets of Paris.
Now in paperback--the internationally acclaimed psychological thriller from Governor
General's Award nominee Allan Stratton. Cameron and his mom have been on the run
for five years. His father is hunting them--or at least that's what Cameron's been told.
When they settle into an isolated farmhouse, Cameron soon finds himself embroiled in
the unsolved mystery of a woman and child who disappeared decades ago, and he
starts to hear and see things that just aren't possible. What's hiding in the night? What's
buried in the past? Are there dark secrets to uncover, or is Cameron's own mind playing
tricks on him? In The Dogs, acclaimed author Allan Stratton manages to deliver at once
a page-turning thriller and a powerful exploration of the realities of domestic violence
and its after-effects.
Agatha heads to Italy in this exciting new mystery! Agatha and her cousin Dash are hot
on the trail of the missing crown of Venice. The ancient relic, worn by the Doges—or
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Dukes—of Venice, was stolen during the city’s famous carnival, and it seems like
everyone is a suspect.
Liar Moon
Obituaries in the Performing Arts, 2008
Pericolo ai tropici. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 26
The Dogs
The Crown of Venice #7

A CLASSIC MEMOIR OF TWO PIONEERING ADVENTURERS Before Joy Adamson went
to Africa, before Margaret Mead sailed to Samoa, before Dian Fossey was even born, a
Kansas teenager named Osa Leighty married Martin Johnson, a pioneering photographer
just back from a ‘round-the-world cruise with Jack London. Together the Johnsons flew and
sailed to Borneo, to Kenya, and to the Congo, filming Simba and other popular nature movies
with Martin behind the camera and Osa holding her rifle at the ready in case the scene’s big
game star should turn hostile. This bestselling memoir retraces their careers in rich detail,
with precisely observed descriptions and often heart-stopping anecdotes. Illustrated with
scores of the dramatic photos that made the Johnsons famous, it’s a book sure to delight
every lover of true adventure.
Lupus Lablennorre is a man on the run. Like a cosmic Odysseus, he wanders from planet to
planet, haunted by his past and orbiting around a woman. It starts as a fishing trip with his exmilitary pal Tony. Their lifelong friendship has started to feel different lately, and not just
because of the drugs. Picking up Sanaa, a wealthy and mysterious runaway, only complicates
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the situation. When tragedy strikes and they’re forced to flee, new worlds await with many
ways to disappear. But Lupus will find that the tendrils of friendship, love, and family are not
so easily severed. Armed with astonishingly expressive brushwork and a dreamy, intimate
narrative, Frederick Peeters drifts on the solar winds to a new understanding of memory,
guilt, isolation, and connection.
Marco Armiero is Senior Researcher at the Italian National Research Council and Marie
Curie Fellow at the Institute of Environmental Sciences and Technologies, Universitat
Aut(noma de Barcelona. He has published extensively on-Italian environmental history and
edited Views from the South: Environmental Stories from the Mediterranean World. -The entertainment world lost several legendary stars and a host of other men and women
involved in the performing arts in 2008. Notables who died include Heath Ledger, Barry
Morse, Suzanne Pleshette, Bo Diddley, Tim Russert, Eartha Kitt, Beverly Garland and Isaac
Hayes. Obituaries of these and other performers and filmmakers, musicians and producers,
dancers and composers, writers and others associated with the performing arts who died in
2008 can be found in this comprehensive reference work. For each, the date, place, and cause
of death are provided, along with a recap of their career and citations from major newspaper
and periodical stories reporting the death. Filmographies are given for film and television
performers, and photographs of many of the individuals are included. Individual books in this
annual series are available dating back to 1994. A subscription plan is available for future
issues.
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The New Century Italian Renaissance Encyclopedia
40 Sonnets
The Heist at Niagara Falls #4
Follow the Ninja! (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
La perla del Bengala. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 2

Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al
fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. Larry è al culmine della
gioia. Grazie all’intuito di Agatha, ha risolto in un batter d’occhio un caso affidatogli dalla Eye
International sull’isola di Bali e ora può godersi una fantastica vacanza ai Tropici. Peccato che il
gruppo venga subito coinvolto in un’altra indagine: qualcuno ha rapito Watson! Per rivedere
l’amato felino, i giovani detective dovranno trovare niente meno che... il tesoro della piratessa più
famosa della storia!
Nel mezzo dei preparativi per il Gran Ballo di Vienna, al conte de Reginard arriva un messaggio
anonimo: qualcuno tenterà di rubare la preziosa “Lacrima di Birmania”, la collana che porterà sua
figlia. Solo Larry e Agatha, inviati nella capitale austriaca per sorvegliare la contessina, riusciranno
a smascherare il misterioso ladro... e la verità che nasconde!
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al
fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. Una famosa casa d’aste è
stata derubata di un diamante grezzo di grandissimo valore. Seguendo le tracce del ladro, Agatha e
Larry Mistery arrivano ad Amsterdam, dove verranno coinvolti in un’inchiesta intricata. Per fortuna
i ragazzi potranno contare sull’aiuto di nonna Jubilee e sull’infallibile fiuto di Sherlock, un
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adorabile cucciolo davvero scatenato!
What lies beyond the era of fossil fuels? While most answers focus on different primary energy
resources, Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors provides a completely new approach. Instead
of providing a traditional consumption analysis of classical primary energy resources such as oil,
coal, nuclear power and gas, Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors describes and assesses
energy technologies, markets and future strategies, focusing on their capacity to produce, exchange,
and use energy vectors. Special attention is given to the renewable energy resources available in
different areas of the world and made exploitable by the integration of energy vectors in the global
energy system. Clear definitions of energy vectors and energy systems are used as the basis for a
complete explanation and assessment of up-to-date, available technologies for energy resources,
transport and storage systems, conversion and use. The energy vectors scheme allows the potential
realization of a worldwide sustainable energy system to fulfill global development expectations by
minimizing both the impact on the environment, and the international political frictions for access to
limited and concentrated resources. Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors is an informative
read for researchers and advanced students in industrial, energy and environmental engineering. It
also contains valuable information for managers and technicians working in the energy sector.
The History of the Papal States, from Their Origin to the Present Day
Film, Television, Radio, Theatre, Dance, Music, Cartoons and Pop Culture
I Married Adventure
The Eiffel Tower Incident #5
The Original Bondage Fairies

**SHORTLISTED FOR THE SCOTT MONCRIEFF PRIZE 2019** **NOMINATED
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FOR THE MÉDICIS PRIZE 2018** 'A tale of travel and adventure,
the story of a body utterly surrendered to pain and joy. It is
mind-blowing, a delight.' Le Monde Lili is a runaway. She’s left
behind her native France to go in search of freedom, of
adventure, of life. Her search takes her to Kodiak, Alaska, home
to a ragtag community of fishermen, army vets and drifters who
man the island’s fishing fleet. Despite her tiny frame,
faltering English and lack of experience, Lili lands a job on
board the Rebel, the only woman on the boat. Out on the open
sea, everything is heightened: colours are more vivid, sounds
are louder and the work is harder than anything she's ever
known. The terrifying intensity of the ocean is addictive to the
point of danger. But Lili is not alone: in her fellow
crewmembers she finds kindred spirits – men living on the edge,
drawn to extremes. Based on Catherine Poulain’s own experiences,
and written in taut, muscular prose, Woman at Sea cuts through
the noise of life and straight to the heart of our innermost
longings.
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo
insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al fedele maggiordomo e al
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gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. La favolosa
perla del Bengala è stata rubata dal tempio della dea Kalì e il
custode del prezioso gioiello sembra svanito nel nulla. I cugini
Mistery fanno le valigie e saltano sul primo aereo per l’India.
A destinazione li aspettano l’eccentrico zio Raymond e un
incontro ravvicinato con serpenti e tigri feroci...
Praise for Ben Pastor's Lumen: “Pastor’s plot is well crafted,
her prose sharp. . . . A disturbing mix of detection and
reflection.”—Publishers Weekly "Rivets the reader with its twist
of historical realities. A historical piece, it faithfully
reproduces the grim canvas of war. A character study, it
captures the thoughts and actions of real people, not
stereotypes.”—The Free Lance-Star “And don’t miss Lumen by Ben
Pastor. . . . An interesting, original, and melancholy
tale.”—Literary Review Italy, September 1943. The Italian
government switches sides and declares war on Germany. The north
of Italy is controlled by the fascist puppets of Germany; the
south liberated by Allied forces fighting their way up the
peninsula. Having survived hell on the Russian front, Wehrmacht
major and aristocrat Baron Martin von Bora is sent to Verona. He
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is ordered to investigate the murder of a prominent local
fascist: a bizarre death threatening to discredit the regime’s
public image. The prime suspect is the victim’s twenty-eightyear-old widow Clara. Haunted by his record of opposition to SS
policies in Russia, Bora must watch his step. Against the
backdrop of relentless anti-partisan warfare and the tragedy of
the Holocaust, a breathless chase begins. Ben Pastor, born and
now back in Italy, lived for thirty years in the United States,
working as a university professor in Vermont. The first in the
Martin Bora series, Lumen, was published by Bitter Lemon Press
in May 2011.
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo
insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al fedele maggiordomo e al
gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. Tempo di
vacanze: i cugini Mistery si godono una crociera sul King
Arthur, un transatlantico di lusso... ma il crimine non riposa
mai! Coinvolti in un gioco di spie, Agatha e compagni devono
recuperare un documento top secret e catturare un assassino
inafferrabile. Il tutto senza insospettire zio Samuel,
l'invadente papà di Larry.
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The Crime on the Norwegian Sea #10
Crimine a Vienna. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 27
Pericolo ai tropici
Italian Gothic Horror Films, 1957äóñ1969
Woman at Sea
What would it be like to become Idi Amin's personal physician? Giles Foden's
bestselling thriller is the story of a young Scottish doctor drawn into the heart of
the Ugandan dictator's surreal and brutal regime. Privy to Amin's thoughts and
ambitions, he is both fascinated and appalled. As Uganda plunges into civil
chaos he realises action is imperative - but which way should he jump?
Nuova indagine per Larry Mistery, inviato in Portogallo per un cold case: un
omicidio avvenuto dieci anni prima e mai risolto dalla polizia. Chi ha versato del
veleno nel caffè del famoso ceramista Lureiro e rubato il testamento destinato ai
suoi tre giovani allievi? Nel risolvere questo caso molto insolito, Agatha scoprirà
che niente è come sembra...
Desktop Rugby brings the excitement of rugby right to your fingertips. Included
is everything you need to play the game--a goal, ball, tee, flag, and mini referee
figurine to call that foul. Kit also includes a 32-page book on the history and rules
of the game.
"War's origins are complex: they are found in the nebulous systems of thoughts
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generated in cultures over time. But while reason and explication can unravel
those origins - and explain why man wages war - the task of abolishing war can
never be completed.
Complotto a Lisbona. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 18
The History of the Papal States
Crociera con delitto. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 10
Nature and History in Modern Italy
The Last King of Scotland
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